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By SARAH RAMIREZ

Hong Kong's luxury hospitality industry is starting to suffer as widespread anti-government protests in the region
approach their third month.

As interactions between protesters and police become increasingly violent, some nations have issued travel
advisories to warns citizens to exercise caution if they are traveling to Hong Kong. Tourism is a leading industry in
Hong Kong, and many luxury hospitality brands have ramped up investments in the area.

"Safety is always top of mind for tourists," said Chris Ramey, president of Affluent Insights, Palm Beach, FL. "No
brand, regardless of whether it is  a luxury object or a city, can sustain consistently negative news.

"Between television and travel warnings, the plummeting hotel occupancy rates shouldn't be a surprise," he said.

Hong Kong hospitality
Protests against a planned extradition law with mainland China began in Hong Kong in June, with activists accusing
China of restricting the city's autonomy. Initially peaceful, demonstrations have resulted in city police firing tear gas
and rubber bullets at crowds on multiple occasions.

Although the original piece of legislation that triggered the protests was suspended, rallies and confrontations have
continued into August. According to published reports, protestors' demands include democratic elections and
investigations into police brutality.
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Rosewood Hong Kong. Image courtesy of Rosewood

Some of these violent clashes have taken place in tourist districts, including in Tsim Sha Tsui where the Peninsula
Hotel and InterContinental are located. The new Rosewood Hong Kong is also located on Salisbury Road in Tsim
Sha Tsui within the Victoria Dockside arts and culture district, while the recently opened St. Regis Hong Kong is
located in Wan Chai across the harbor.

The proximity of these events, as well as the duration and scale of the protests, has raised concerns for travelers.

"When situations like this occur, as a travel consultant, you want to keep your clients reassured that everything will be
okay and that the situation is temporary," said Kim Riches, travel advisor at Tzell Travel Group, New York. "However,
no matter what, you need to offer solutions and be realistic.

"You need to keep on top of the situation and keep rebooking flights in anticipation of operations being reinstated,"
she said. "I have only had one instance where a client moved things around to avoid Hong Kong; since it was a trip
of various stops in Asia and was already in Japan, she simply eliminated Hong Kong citing that it just wasn't worth
taking the risk."

According to a June report from UBS, tourism makes up more than 80 percent of the Hong Kong market (see story).
A prolonged slowdown in tourism could therefore have serious repercussions for Hong Kong's economy.

"We are concerned about the effect this political uncertainty may have on our results, especially given the proportion
of our income which is earned in Hong Kong," said Clement Kwok, CEO of Peninsula Hotels' parent company the
Hongkong and Shanghai Hotels Ltd, in a statement on Aug. 7.

Tourism, especially from mainland China, has already seen notable drops, impacting hotel occupancy rates, per
Reuters.

More than 20 countries, including Australia, Canada and the United States, have issued travel advisories for Hong
Kong.

"Since June 2019, several large scale and smaller political demonstrations have taken place in various areas of
Hong Kong," said the U.S. State Department in a statement on Aug. 7. "Most have been peaceful, but some have
turned confrontational or resulted in violent clashes.

"The protests and confrontations have spilled over into neighborhoods other than those where the police have
permitted marches or rallies," it said.

On Aug. 12, Hong Kong International Airport canceled all departing flights after its  main terminal was crowded by
thousands of protesters. Demonstrations at the airport originally began as a sit-in on Aug. 9, with some protesters
distributing pro-democracy flyers to arriving travelers.

"Tourism is effectively dead as long as there is no airport," Mr. Ramey said.
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Luxury properties have released statements to reassure travelers already in Hong Kong.

"The Peninsula Hong Kong management is taking maximum security precautions to protect our guests and staff,
and we will do our best to ensure minimal disruption to guests inside our hotel and those arriving at Hong Kong
airport," the hotel said in a statement. "The Peninsula Hotels takes the safety of its  guests and staff extremely
seriously."

Looking at luxury
The political unrest in Hong Kong has also impacted the luxury business at large.

The Savigny Luxury Index, which tracks 17 of the biggest luxury companies by market capitalization, finished July
down 0.3 percent despite a slight bump in the middle of the month. Strong demand in mainland China helped propel
sales growth, in spite of continued trade tensions with the United States, but investors remain concerned about
prolonged protests in Hong Kong (see story).

About 11 percent of Swiss conglomerate Richemont's sales come from the Hong Kong market.

For the three months ended June 30, Richemont's reported sales were up high single digits or double digits across
most region. However, Hong Kong's sales contracted, due partly to the protests as well as the strength of the Hong
Kong dollar (see story).

"The fallout will last far longer than the protests; travelers plan their travel in advance," Mr. Ramey said. "Even worse,
the brand of Hong Kong is damaged."
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